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Abstract
People often learn from others’ demonstrations, and inverse reinforcement learning
(IRL) techniques have realized this capacity in machines. In contrast, teaching
by demonstration has been less well studied computationally. Here, we develop
a Bayesian model for teaching by demonstration. Stark differences arise when
demonstrators are intentionally teaching (i.e. showing) a task versus simply performing (i.e. doing) a task. In two experiments, we show that human participants
modify their teaching behavior consistent with the predictions of our model. Further, we show that even standard IRL algorithms benefit when learning from
showing versus doing.

1

Introduction

Is there a difference between doing something and showing someone else how to do something?
Consider cooking a chicken. To cook one for dinner, you would do it in the most efficient way
possible while avoiding contaminating other foods. But, what if you wanted to teach a completely
naïve observer how to prepare poultry? In that case, you might take pains to emphasize certain
aspects of the process. For example, by ensuring the observer sees you wash your hands thoroughly
after handling the uncooked chicken, you signal that it is undesirable (and perhaps even dangerous)
for other ingredients to come in contact with raw meat. More broadly, how could an agent show
another agent how to do a task, and, in doing so, teach about its underlying reward structure?
To model showing, we draw on psychological research on learning and teaching concepts by example.
People are good at this. For instance, when a teacher signals their pedagogical intentions, children
more frequently imitate actions and learn abstract functional representations [6, 7]. Recent work
has formalized concept teaching as a form of recursive social inference, where a teacher chooses
an example that best conveys a concept to a learner, who assumes that the teacher is choosing in
this manner [14]. The key insight from these models is that helpful teachers do not merely select
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probable examples of a concept, but rather choose examples that best disambiguate a concept from
other candidate concepts. This approach allows for more effective, and more efficient, teaching and
learning of concepts from examples.
We can extend these ideas to explain showing behavior. Although recent work has examined userassisted teaching [8], identified legible motor behavior in human-machine coordination [9], and
analyzed reward coordination in game theoretic terms [11], previous work has yet to successfully
model how people naturally teach reward functions by demonstration. Moreover, in Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL), in which an observer attempts to infer the reward function that an expert
(human or artificial) is maximizing, it is typically assumed that experts are only doing the task and not
intentionally showing how to do the task. This raises two related questions: First, how does a person
showing how to do a task differ from them just doing it? And second, are standard IRL algorithms
able to benefit from human attempts to show how to do a task?
In this paper, we investigate these questions. To do so, we formulate a computational model of
showing that applies Bayesian models of teaching by example to the reward function learning setting.
We contrast this pedagogical model with a model of doing: standard optimal planning in Markov
Decision Processes. The pedagogical model predicts several systematic differences from the standard
planning model, and we test whether human participants reproduce these distinctive patterns. For
instance, the pedagogical model chooses paths to a goal that best disambiguates which goal is being
pursued (Experiment 1). Similarly, when teaching feature-based reward functions, the model will
prioritize trajectories that better signal the reward value of state features or even perform trajectories
that would be inefficient for an agent simply doing the task (Experiment 2). Finally, to determine
whether showing is indeed better than doing, we train a standard IRL algorithm with our model
trajectories and human trajectories.

2

A Bayesian Model of Teaching by Demonstration

Our model draws on two approaches: IRL [2] and Bayesian models of teaching by example [14].
The first of these, IRL and the related concept of inverse planning, have been used to model people’s
theory of mind, or the capacity to infer another agent’s unobservable beliefs and/or desires through
their observed behavior [5]. The second, Bayesian models of pedagogy, prescribe how a teacher
should use examples to communicate a concept to an ideal learner. Our model of teaching by
demonstration, called Pedagogical Inverse Reinforcement Learning, merges these two approaches
together by treating a teacher’s demonstration trajectories as communicative acts that signal the
reward function that an observer should learn.
2.1
2.1.1

Learning from an Expert’s Actions
Markov Decision Processes

An agent that plans to maximize a reward function can be modeled as the solution to a Markov
Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is defined by the tuple < S, A, T, R, >: a set of states in the
world S; a set of actions for each state A(s); a transition function that maps states and actions to
next states, T : S ⇥ A ! S (in this work we assume all transitions are deterministic, but this can
be generalized to probabilistic transitions); a reward function that maps states to scalar rewards,
R : S ! R; and a discount factor 2 [0, 1]. Solutions to an MDP are stochastic policies that
map states to distributions over actions, ⇡ : S ! P (A(s)). Given a policy, we define the expected
cumulative discounted reward, or value, V ⇡ (s), at each state associated with following that policy:
V ⇡ (s) = E⇡

1
hX

k

k=0

i
rt+k+1 | st = s .

(1)

In particular, the optimal policy for an MDP yields the optimal value function, V ⇤ , which is the value
function that has the maximal value for every state (V ⇤ (s) = max⇡ V ⇡ (s), 8s 2 S). The optimal
policy also defines an optimal state-action value function, Q⇤ (s, a) = E⇡ [rt+1 + V ⇤ (st+1 ) | st =
s, at = a].
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Algorithm 1 Pedagogical Trajectory Algorithm
Require: starting states s, reward functions {R1 , R2 , ..., RN }, transition function T , maximum
showing trajectory depth lmax , minimum hypothetical doing probability pmin , teacher maximization parameter ↵, discount factor .
1: ⇧
;
2: for i = 1 to N do
3:
Qi = calculateActionValues(s, Ri , T , )
4:
⇡i = softmax(Qi , )
5:
⇧.add(⇡i )
Q
6: Calculate j = {j : s1 2 s, length(j)  lmax , and 9⇡ 2 ⇧ s.t. (si ,ai )2j ⇡(ai | si ) > pmin }.
7: Construct hypothetical doing probability distribution PDoing (j | R) as an N x M array.
P
(j|R)P (R)
8: PObserving (R | j) = P 0 Doing
PDoing (j|R0 )P (R0 )
R

9: PShowing (j | R) =

↵

P PObserving (R|j) 0 ↵
j 0 PObserving (R|j )

10: return PShowing (j | R)

2.1.2

Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL)

In the Reinforcement Learning setting, an agent takes actions in an MDP and receives rewards, which
allow it to eventually learn the optimal policy [15]. We thus assume that an expert who knows the
reward function and is doing a task selects an action at in a state st according to a Boltzmann policy,
which is a standard soft-maximization of the action-values:
PDoing (at | st , R) = P

exp{Q⇤ (si , ai )/ }
.
⇤
0
a0 2A(si ) exp{Q (si , a )/ }

(2)

> 0 is an inverse temperature parameter (as ! 0, the expert selects the optimal action with
probability 1; as ! 1, the expert selects actions uniformly randomly).

In the IRL setting, an observer sees a trajectory of an expert executing an optimal policy,
j = {(s1 , a1 ), (s2 , a2 ), ..., (sk , ak )}, and infers the reward function R that the expert is maximizing. Given that an agent’s policy is stationary and Markovian, the probability of the trajectory
given
a reward function is just the product of the individual action probabilities, PDoing (j | R) =
Q
t PDoing (at | st , R). From a Bayesian perspective [13], the observer is computing a posterior
probability over possible reward functions R:
PObserving (R | j) = P

Here, we always assume that P (R) is uniform.
2.2

PDoing (j | R)P (R)
.
0
0
R0 PDoing (j | R )P (R )

(3)

Bayesian Pedagogy

IRL typically assumes that the demonstrator is executing the stochastic optimal policy for a reward
function. But is this the best way to teach a reward function? Bayesian models of pedagogy and
communicative intent have shown that choosing an example to teach a concept differs from simply
sampling from that concept [14, 10]. These models all treat the teacher’s choice of a datum, d, as
maximizing the probability a learner will infer a target concept, h:
PTeacher (d | h) = P

PLearner (h | d)↵
.
0 ↵
d0 PLearner (h | d )

(4)

↵ is the teacher’s softmax parameter. As ↵ ! 0, the teacher chooses uniformly randomly; as ↵ ! 1,
the teacher chooses d that maximally causes the learner to infer a target concept h; when ↵ = 1, the
teacher is “probability matching”.
The teaching distribution describes how examples can be effectively chosen to teach a concept. For
instance, consider teaching the concept of “even numbers”. The sets {2, 2, 2} and {2, 18, 202} are
both examples of even numbers. Indeed, given finite options with replacement, they both have the
same probability of being randomly chosen as sets of examples. But {2, 18, 202} is clearly better
3

for helpful teaching since a naïve learner shown {2, 2, 2} would probably infer that “even numbers”
means “the number 2”. This illustrates an important aspect of successful teaching by example: that
examples should not only be consistent with the concept being taught, but should also maximally
disambiguate the concept being taught from other possible concepts.
2.3

Pedagogical Inverse Reinforcement Learning

To define a model of teaching by demonstration, we treat the teacher’s trajectories in a reinforcementlearning problem as a “communicative act” for the learner’s benefit. Thus, an effective teacher will
modify its demonstrations when showing and not simply doing a task. As in Equation 4, we can
define a teacher that selects trajectories that best convey the reward function:
PShowing (j | R) = P

PObserving (R | j)↵
.
0 ↵
j 0 PObserving (R | j )

(5)

In other words, showing depends on a demonstrator’s inferences about an observer’s inferences about
doing.
This model provides quantitative and qualitative predictions for how agents will show and teach how
to do a task given they know its true reward function. Since humans are the paradigm teachers and a
potential source of expert knowledge for artificial agents, we tested how well our model describes
human teaching. In Experiment 1, we had people teach simple goal-based reward functions in a
discrete MDP. Even though in these cases entering a goal is already highly diagnostic, different paths
of different lengths are better for showing, which is reflected in human behavior. In Experiment
2, people taught more complex feature-based reward functions by demonstration. In both studies,
people’s behavior matched the qualitative predictions of our models.

3

Experiment 1: Teaching Goal-based Reward Functions

Consider a grid with three possible terminal goals as shown in Figure 1. If an agent’s goal is &, it
could take a number of routes. For instance, it could move all the way right and then move upwards
towards the & (right-then-up) or first move upwards and then towards the right (up-then-right). But,
what if the agent is not just doing the task, but also attempting to show it to an observer trying to learn
the goal location?
When the goal is &, our pedagogical model predicts that up-then-right is the more probable trajectory
because it is more disambiguating. Up-then-right better indicates that the intended goal is & than
right-then-up because right-then-up has more actions consistent with the goal being #. We have
included an analytic proof of why this is the case for a simpler setting in the supplementary materials.
Additionally, our pedagogical model makes the prediction that when trajectory length costs are
negligible, agents will engage in repetitive, inefficient behaviors that gesture towards one goal
location over others. This “looping” behavior results when an agent can return to a state with an
action that has high signaling value by taking actions that have a low signaling “cost” (i.e. they do not
signal something other than the true goal). Figure 1d shows an example of such a looping trajectory.
In Experiment 1, we tested whether people’s showing behavior reflected the pedagogical model when
reward functions are goal-based. If so, this would indicate that people choose the disambiguating
path to a goal when showing.
3.1

Experimental Design

Sixty Amazon Mechanical Turk participants performed the task in Figure 1. One was excluded
due to missing data. All participants completed a learning block in which they had to find the
reward location without being told. Afterwards, they were either placed in a Do condition or a Show
condition. Participants in Do were told they would win a bonus based on the number of rewards
(correct goals) they reached and were shown the text, “The reward is at location X”, where X was
one of the three symbols %, #, or &. Those in Show were told they would win a bonus based on how
well a randomly matched partner who was shown their responses (and did not know the location of
the reward) did on the task. On each round of Show, participants were shown text saying “Show your
partner that the reward is at location X”. All participants were given the same sequence of trials in
which the reward locations were <%, &, #, &, %, #, %, #, &>.
4

Figure 1: Experiment 1: Model predictions and participant trajectories for 3 trials when the goal is
(a) &, (b) %, and (c) #. Model trajectories are the two with the highest probability ( = 2, ↵ = 1.0,
pmin = 10 6 , lmax = 4). Yellow numbers are counts of trajectories with the labeled tile as the
penultimate state. (d) An example of looping behavior predicted by the model when % is the goal.
3.2

Results

As predicted, Show participants tended to choose paths that disambiguated their goal as compared to
Do participants. We coded the number of responses on & and % trials that were “showing” trajectories
based on how they entered the goal (i.e. out of 3 for each goal). On & trials, entering from the left,
and on % trials, entering from above were coded as “showing”. We ran a 2x2 ANOVA with Show vs
Do as a between-subjects factor and goal (% vs &) as a repeated measure. There was a main effect
of condition (F (1, 57) = 16.17, p < .001; Show: M = 1.82, S.E. 0.17; Do: M = 1.05, S.E. 0.17) as
well as a main effect of goal (F (1, 57) = 4.77, p < .05; %-goal: M = 1.73, S.E. = 0.18; &-goal: M
= 1.15, S.E. = 0.16). There was no interaction (F (1, 57) = 0.98, p = 0.32).
The model does not predict any difference between conditions for the # (lower right) goal. However,
a visual analysis suggested that more participants took a “swerving” path to reach #. This observation
was confirmed by looking at trials where # was the goal and comparing the number of swerving
trials, which was defined as making more than one change in direction (Show: M = 0.83, Do: M =
0.26; two-sided t-test: t(44.2) = 2.18, p = 0.03). Although not predicted by the model, participants
may swerve to better signal their intention to move ‘directly’ towards the goal.
3.3

Discussion

Reaching a goal is sufficient to indicate its location, but participants still chose paths that better
disambiguated their intended goal. Overall, these results indicate that people are sensitive to the
distinction between doing and showing, consistent with our computational framework.

4

Experiment 2: Teaching Feature-based Reward Functions

Experiment 1 showed that people choose disambiguating plans even when entering the goal makes
this seemingly unnecessary. However, one might expect richer showing behavior when teaching more
complex reward functions. Thus, for Experiment 2, we developed a paradigm in which showing
how to do a task, as opposed to merely doing a task, makes a difference for how well the underlying
reward function is learned. In particular, we focused on teaching feature-based reward functions that
allow an agent to generalize what it has learned in one situation to a new situation. People often
use feature-based representations for generalization [3], and feature-based reward functions have
been used extensively in reinforcement learning (e.g. [1]). We used a colored-tile grid task shown in
5

Figure 2: Experiment 2 results. (a) Column labels are reward function codes. They refer to which
tiles were safe (o) and which were dangerous (x) with the ordering <orange, purple, cyan>. Row 1:
Underlying reward functions that participants either did or showed; Row 2: Do participant trajectories
with visible tile colors; Row 3: Show participant trajectories; Row 4: Mean reward function learned
from Do trajectories by Maximum-Likelihood Inverse Reinforcement Learning (MLIRL) [4, 12];
Row 5: Mean reward function learned from Show trajectories by MLIRL. (b) Mean distance between
learned and true reward function weights for human-trained and model-trained MLIRL. For the
models, MLIRL results for the top two ranked demonstration trajectories are shown.
Figure 2 to study teaching feature-based reward functions. White tiles are always “safe” (reward of 0),
while yellow tiles are always terminal states that reward 10 points. The remaining 3 tile types–orange,
purple, and cyan–are each either “safe” or “dangerous” (reward of 2). The rewards associated with
the three tile types are independent, and nothing about the tiles themselves signal that they are safe or
dangerous.
A standard planning algorithm will reach the terminal state in the most efficient and optimal manner.
Our pedagogical model, however, predicts that an agent who is showing the task will engage in
specific behaviors that best disambiguate the true reward function. For instance, the pedagogical
model is more likely to take a roundabout path that leads through all the safe tile types, choose
to remain on a safe colored tile rather than go on the white tiles, or even loop repeatedly between
multiple safe tile-types. All of these types of behaviors send strong signals to the learner about which
tiles are safe as well as which tiles are dangerous.
4.1

Experimental Design

Sixty participants did a feature-based reward teaching task; two were excluded due to missing data.
In the first phase, all participants were given a learning-applying task. In the learning rounds, they
interacted with the grid shown in Figure 2 while receiving feedback on which tiles won or lost points.
6

Figure 3: Experiment 2 normalized median model fits.
Safe tiles were worth 0 points, dangerous tiles were worth -2 points, and the terminal goal tile was
worth 5 points. They also won an additional 5 points for each round completed for a total of 10
points. Each point was worth 2 cents of bonus. After each learning round, an applying round occurred
in which they applied what they just learned about the tiles without receiving feedback in a new
grid configuration. They all played 8 pairs of learning and applying rounds corresponding to the
8 possible assignments of “safe” and “dangerous” to the 3 tile types, and order was randomized
between participants.
As in Experiment 1, participants were then split into Do or Show conditions with no feedback.
Do participants were told which colors were safe and won points for performing the task. Show
participants still won points and were told which types were safe. They were also told that their
behavior would be shown to another person who would apply what they learned from watching the
participant’s behavior to a separate grid. The points won would be added to the demonstrator’s bonus.
4.2

Results

Responses matched model predictions. Do participants simply took efficient routes, whereas Show
participants took paths that signaled tile reward values. In particular, Show participants took paths
that led through multiple safe tile types, remained on safe colored tiles when safe non-colored tiles
were available, and looped at the boundaries of differently colored safe tiles.
4.2.1

Model-based Analysis

To determine how well the two models predicted human behaviors globally, we fit separate models for
each reward function and condition combination. We found parameters that had the highest median
likelihood out of the set of participant trajectories in a given reward function-condition combination.
Since some participants used extremely large trajectories (e.g. >25 steps) and we wanted to include
an analysis of all the data, we calculated best-fitting state-action policies. For the standard-planner, it
is straightforward to calculate a Boltzmann policy for a reward function given .
For the pedagogical model, we first need to specify an initial model of doing and distribution
over a finite set of trajectories. We determine this initial set of trajectories and their probabilities
using three parameters: , the softmax parameter for a hypothetical “doing” agent that the model
assumes the learner believes it is observing; lmax , the maximum trajectory length; and pmin , the
minimum probability for a trajectory under the hypothetical doing agent. The pedagogical model
then uses an ↵ parameter that determines the degree to which the teacher is maximizing. State-action
probabilities are calculated from a distribution over trajectories using the equation P (a | s, R) =
P
|{(s,a):s=st ,a=at 8(st ,at )2j}|
.
j P (a | s, j)P (j | R), where P (a | s, j) =
|{(s,a):s=st 8(st ,at )2j}|

We fit parameter values that produced the maximum median likelihood for each model for each
reward function and condition combination. These parameters are reported in the supplementary
materials. The normalized median fit for each of these models is plotted in Figure 3. As shown
in the figure, the standard planning model better captures behavior in the Do condition, while the
pedagogical model better captures behavior in the Show condition. Importantly, even when the
standard planning model could have a high and behave more randomly, the pedagogical model
better fits the Show condition. This indicates that showing is not simply random behavior.
7

4.2.2

Behavioral Analyses

We additionally analyzed specific behavioral differences between the Do and Show conditions
predicted by the models. When showing a task, people visit a greater variety of safe tiles, visit tile
types that the learner has uncertainty about (i.e. the colored tiles), and more frequently revisit states
or “loop” in a manner that leads to better signaling. We found that all three of these behaviors were
more likely to occur in the Show condition than in the Do condition.
To measure the variety of tiles visited, we calculated the entropy of the frequency distribution over
colored-tile visits by round by participant. Average entropy was higher for Show (Show: M = 0.50,
SE = 0.03; Do: M = 0.39, SE = 0.03; two-sided t-test: t(54.9) = 3.27, p < 0.01). When analyzing
time spent on colored as opposed to un-colored tiles, we calculated the proportion of visits to colored
tiles after the first colored tile had been visited. Again, this measure was higher for Show (Show:
M = 0.87, SE = 0.01; Do: M = 0.82, SE = 0.01; two-sided t-test: t(55.6) = 3.14, p < .01).
Finally, we calculated the number of times states were revisited in the two conditions–an indicator of
“looping”–and found that participants revisited states more in Show compared to Do (Show: M = 1.38,
SE = 0.22; Do: M = 0.10, SE = 0.03; two-sided t-test: t(28.3) = 2.82, p < .01). There was no
difference between conditions in the total rewards won (two-sided t-test: t(46.2) = .026, p = 0.80).
4.3

Teaching Maximum-Likelihood IRL

One reason to investigate showing is its potential for training artificial agents. Our pedagogical model
makes assumptions about the learner, but it may be that pedagogical trajectories are better even
for training off-the-shelf IRL algorithms. For instance, Maximum Likelihood IRL (MLIRL) is a
state-of-the-art IRL algorithm for inferring feature-based reward functions [4, 12]. Importantly, unlike
the discrete reward function space our showing model assumes, MLIRL estimates the maximum
likelihood reward function over a space of continuous feature weights using gradient ascent.
To test this, we input human and model trajectories into MLIRL. We constrained non-goal feature
weights to be non-positive. Overall, the algorithm was able to learn the true reward function better
from showing than doing trajectories produced by either the models or participants (Figure 2).
4.3.1

Discussion

When learning a feature-based reward function from demonstration, it matters if the demonstrator
is showing or doing. In this experiment, we showed that our model of pedagogical reasoning over
trajectories captures how people show how to do a task. When showing as opposed to simply doing,
demonstrators are more likely to visit a variety of states to show that they are safe, stay on otherwise
ambiguously safe tiles, and also engage in “looping” behavior to signal information about the tiles.
Moreover, this type of teaching is even better at training standard IRL algorithms like MLIRL.

5

General Discussion

We have presented a model of showing as Bayesian teaching. Our model makes accurate quantitative
and qualitative predictions about human showing behavior, as demonstrated in two experiments.
Experiment 1 showed that people modify their behavior to signal information about goals, while
Experiment 2 investigated how people teach feature-based reward functions. Finally, we showed that
even standard IRL algorithms benefit from showing as opposed to merely doing.
This provides a basis for future study into intentional teaching by demonstration. Future research
must explore showing in settings with even richer state features and whether more savvy observers
can leverage a showing agent’s pedagogical intent for even better learning.
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Appendix 1: An Example with 2 Goals
Suppose we have a 3x2 gridworld with two possible terminal goals (X and Y)
and a starting position as shown in Figure 1i. We assume no step costs and
= .99. We restrict our analysis to trajectories of length 2 that terminate at a
goal state. Thus there are 4 trajectories considered.

(i)

Start

xin

xout

X

yin

yout

X

X

X

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

(ii)

Y

Figure 1: (i) Gridworld with 2 possible goal states (labeled X and Y) and a
single starting state. (ii) All trajectories of length 2 that terminate at a goal
state.

Proof
The purpose of this proof is to show that certain trajectories have higher probability of being chosen by a demonstrator who is ”showing” as opposed to ”doing”
a task, even when all trajectories enter a goal. The prior probability over goals
is uniform.
The following inequalities for a goal g 2 G = {X, Y } given a trajectory
j 2 J = {xin , xout , yin , yout } will hold when a softmax policy or ✏-greedy policy
is used to calculate the standard planning distribution:

1

PDoing (xout | X)

PDoing (xin | X) > 0

PDoing (xin | Y ) > PDoing (xout | Y ) > 0.

(1)
(2)

An observer watching a standard planner uses Bayes rule to infer the goal
being pursued:
PObserving (G = g | J = j) = P

PDoing (J = j | G = g)
.
0
g 0 PDoing (J = j | G = g )

(3)

The inequalities in (1) and (2) entail the following inequality1 :
PDoing (xout | X)
PDoing (xin | X)
>
. (4)
PDoing (xout | X) + PDoing (xout | Y )
PDoing (xin | X) + PDoing (xin | Y )
PObserving (X | xout ) > PObserving (X | xin ).

(5)

That is, observing xout provides better evidence that X is the goal than
observing xin . Since an agent that is showing an observer will choose as follows:

then,

PShowing (J = j | G = g) = P

PObserving (G = g | J = j)↵
,
0 ↵
j 0 PObserving (G = g | J = j )

P
(X | xout )↵
PObserving (X | xin )↵
PObserving
P
>
0 ↵
0 ↵
j 0 PObserving (X | j )
j 0 PObserving (X | j )
PShowing (xout | X) > PShowing (xin | X)

(6)

(7)
(8)

Intuitively, the di↵erent probabilities of xout and xin when Y is the goal
allows a showing agent to ”break the symmetry” between xout and xin when
X is the goal. Analogous calculations can show that PShowing (yout | Y ) >
PShowing (yin | Y ).

1 For

a, b, c, d > 0 if a

b and c > d, then:
ac > bd
ab + ac > bd + ab
a(b + c) > b(a + d)
a
b
>
a+d
b+c
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Appendix 2: Experiment 2 Model Fits
Table 1: Experiment 2 Maximum Median Likelihood Model Parameters
Doing Condition
ooo
oox
oxo
oxx
xoo
xox
xxo
Standard
Planning
0.02
0.02 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.04 0.02
Model

Pedagogical
Model

lmax
↵
pmin

Standard
Planning
Model

Pedagogical
Model

lmax
↵
pmin

xxx
0.02

7
2

7
1

9
1

9
1

9
1

7
20

9
1

7
1

10 6
0.05

10 10
0.20

10 6
0.10

10 7
0.20

10 6
0.10

10 5
0.20

10 7
0.05

10 10
0.20

ooo

oox

Showing Condition
oxo
oxx
xoo
xox

xxo

xxx

0.08

0.10

0.02

0.02

0.30

0.09

0.02

0.02

7
1

9
10

9
20

9
1

11
1

9
5

9
1

7
1

10 10
0.20

10 7
0.05

10 7
0.05

10 7
0.20

10 10
0.20

10 5
0.05

10 7
0.05

10 10
0.20

Note: The codes for the reward functions refer to which tiles were safe (o)
and which were dangerous (x) with the ordering <orange, purple, cyan>.
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